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Climate Earth Announces the Industry’s First Complete Global Cement EPD Generator
Now live in France and designed to support any country
Richmond, California, USA. Customer and investor expectations, and a commitment to slow
climate change are driving cement manufacturers to rapidly innovate to reduce the carbon footprint
of production. Efficiently measuring and reporting progress on these initiatives has become a
strategic requirement.
Climate Earth today announces the release of the first complete and global-ready EPD Generator for
cement.
Available now in France, the Cement EPD Generator builds on the foundation of Climate Earth’s ready
mix EPD generators which are currently deployed at over 400 locations in North America and have
generated nearly 40,000 digital EPDs.
Unlike other tools that only address step two, Climate Earth’s system instantly generates fully verified
EPDs and automates every other part of the EPD creation process, except the initial one-time data
collection process.
Step 1: Data collection
Step 2: EPD calculation
Step 3: EPD generation
Step 4: EPD verification
Step 5: EPD publication
A global-ready solution, the Climate Earth Cement EPD generator is designed to adapt to the rapidly
changing and complex world. This includes built-in support for multiple PCRs, country specific
requirements, multiple life cycle inventory databases, multiple languages, unlimited scalability, and
meets the high security demands of global producers. Even with these robust and flexible features, the
Cement EPD Generator is easy to use, allowing manufacturers to quickly generate EPDs on demand and
focus their efforts on cement carbon reduction.
“Designing a global product required significant extensions to our cloud-based software architecture.”
said Nicolas Parcerisa, Chief System Architect and VP of Engineering for Climate Earth. “Now that these
base system architecture changes are complete, we can efficiently add new sophisticated capabilities
as demand grows.”
For more information, please contact: Jules Conde, Marketing Manager at Jules@Climateearth.com
or 1+(415) 529-3653
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About Climate Earth
With nearly 40,000 ready mix and block EPDs generated, Climate Earth is the leading provider of
cloud-based EPD solutions for the concrete industry. We create business friendly applications that help
our customers grow and thrive in the low carbon construction market. Our application focus is on
measuring and managing embodied carbon, speeding low carbon mix design and helping producers
market their low carbon concrete solutions. Our products include: EPD Essential and EPD Advantage
Ready Mix EPD Generators, the CMU EPD Generator, and now the cement generator. The Project Builder
and the Concrete Designer round out our product suite by providing advanced marketing and EPD data
analysis.
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